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Search for Fusion Suppression in Reactions Having Entrance-Channel
Mass-Asymmetry Values Around the BusinaroÄGallone Point

Excitation functions for the evaporation residue (ER) production and ˇssion have
been analyzed in the framework of the potential barrier fusion model and standard
statistical model describing the deexcitation of compound nuclei resulted in fusion.
Reactions with a different entrance-channel mass-asymmetry, which lead to the same
compound nucleus (CN) were considered. A pronounced suppression of the ER
production in less asymmetric combinations, which is observed in comparison of the
data with those obtained for very asymmetric ones leading to the same CN, could be
explained in the framework of liquid-drop model considerations. It is determined by a
presence of the conditional barrier along the mass-asymmetry coordinate (BusinaroÄ
Gallone point) on the path from a contact conˇguration of projectile and target
nuclei to their complete fusion, i. e., to the spherical CN formation. Correlations
between the values of the fusion probability derived in the analysis and the entrance-
channel mass-asymmetry, CN ˇssility and deformations of fusioning nuclei have
been searched through the study.

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reac-
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The production of heavy evaporation residues (ERs) in complete fusion re-
actions demonstrates a visible entrance channel effect of fusion suppression ob-
served in quite asymmetric combinations with 19F and 30Si leading to the 216Ra∗

compound nucleus (CN). This statement follows from the comparison of the cor-
responding ER cross sections with those obtained in the 12C + 204Pb reaction
leading to the same CN [1]. Such a fusion suppression is quite unexpected,
especially for the reaction induced by 19F, since the quasi-ˇssion (QF) effect,
which seems to be responsible for the lowering the ER production cross sec-
tion, appears in reactions with Mg and heavier projectiles, as follows from the
ˇssion reaction studies [2, 3]. These observations motivated a further study of
the entrance-channel effect at LNL (Legnaro), where we explored the less asym-
metric combinations with 48Ca leading to the 216,218Ra∗ and 202Pb∗ compound
nuclei [4Ä6].

Our analysis of the measured excitation functions for ERs and ˇssion [1, 5, 6]
was performed within the framework of the potential barrier-passing model with
the 	uctuating barrier allowing to reproduce the effect of coupling the entrance
channel to the other reaction channels [7]. The model treats the experimental
capture cross section as the barrier-passing (BP) one. In the case of the analy-
sis of measured fusion cross sections, it is usually assumed that all the partial
waves passing though the barrier lead to fusion, i. e., the CN formation proba-
bility PCN = 1. The standard statistical model (SSM) was used to describe the
deexcitation of a CN resulted from the complete fusion of the projectile and target
nuclei. Both models are incorporated into the HIVAP code [8]. In the analysis all
the BP model parameters were ˇxed with the exception of the strength V0 and the
barrier 	uctuation determined by the radius-parameter 	uctuation σ(r0)/r0 in the
exponential form of the nuclear potential [7]. Some variations of these parame-
ters allowed us to achieve good agreement with the experimental data for ˇssion
and ER production at subbarrier energies. For strongly ˇssile compound nuclei,
the ER cross sections at energies well above the Coulomb (Bass [9]) barrier are
weakly sensitive to the form of the nuclear potential and are mainly determined
by the SSM parameters. In use of SSM for the macroscopic level density para-
meters ãf and ãν in the ˇssion and evaporation channels, respectively, we chose
the expression of W. Reisdorf [8]. The scaling factor kf at the rotating liquid
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drop (LD) ˇssion barriers [10] in the expression for the shell corrected ˇssion
barriers Bf (�) = kfBLD

f (�) Ä ΔWgs was used as a main ˇtted parameter in our
analysis of the ER and ˇssion cross sections. We ˇtted the excitation functions
varying mainly kf for the most asymmetric combinations such as C + Pb. We
assumed an absence of any fusion suppression (PCN = 1) in these cases and
derived the fusion probability values for less asymmetric combinations using the
same values of ˇssion barriers and other parameters of the statistical model. We
obtained the same fusion probability values PCN = 0.65 and 0.55 for the 19F-
and 30Si-induced reactions, respectively, as in [1] and lower values (∼ 0.3) in the
cases of 48Ca + 168,170Er [5]. Details are given in [5, 11].

The explanation of the fusion suppression effect was proposed in [1], in the
framework of the LD model. It is suggested that the transition from the contact
conˇguration to the CN conˇguration is determined by a presence of the condi-
tional barrier along the mass-asymmetry coordinate [12] and the entrance-point

Fig. 1. Asymmetric LD ˇssion barriers (dash-dotted lines) and driving potentials (solid
and dashed lines) of the PES obtained in the framework of GLDM [14, 15] for non-ˇssile
to ˇssile compound nuclei considered in the present study are plotted as a function of
the mass-asymmetry. Arrows mark values of the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry for
the combinations analyzed in this work; circles correspond to the PES calculations for the
entrance-point asymmetry of available projectile-target combinations and diamonds Å to
the BG points
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Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for strongly ˇssile compound nuclei

position with respect to the top of the barrier, i. e., relatively to the BusinaroÄ
Gallone (BG) point [13]. Extrapolations of the calculations [12] show that the
mass-asymmetry value for the 19F + 197Au combination corresponds to the vicin-
ity of the BG point [1]. Calculations in the framework of the Generalized Liquid-
Drop Model (GLDM) [14] give us a similar behavior of the asymmetric ˇssion
barriers. The BG point corresponds to the asymmetry, which can be realized in
the Ne + Pt and F + Au reactions. Calculations of the potential energy surface
(PES) in the (Z, N )-plane for the contact conˇguration of the projectile-target nu-
clei, with the use of the expression for the proximity energy [15], show a picture
different from this one given by the asymmetric ˇssion-barrier calculations [14].
The entrance points for asymmetric combinations (with Ar and lighter projectiles)
leading to 216Ra∗ lay well above the bottom of the valley (the driving potential),
on mountainsides of the PES. Shell corrections [16] strongly modulate the PES
and the driving potential. In the framework of this approach fusion with 48Ca
and 86Kr could be considered as the suppressed one, since their entrance points
lay on the bottom of the valley (see the right panel in Fig. 1).

Of interest is a search for correlation between the entrance-channel mass-
asymmetry and fusion probability for compound nuclei of different masses or
ˇssility parameters. Of the same interest is disclosing the conditions when the
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fusion suppression is starting to appear. In this paper we present the results of our
analysis of the ER and ˇssion excitation functions obtained in reactions with the
different entrance-channel mass-asymmetry leading to the same compound nuclei.
This work is a continuation of our previous work [11]. In the present study, we
extend our analysis to non- (weakly-) ˇssile and strongly ˇssile (transuranium)
compound nuclei. In Figs. 1 and 2 we indicate the corresponding entrance-channel
mass-asymmetry values for the reactions, which have been analyzed in the present
work and earlier [11], on plots of the BG family of the asymmetric ˇssion barriers
and driving potentials shown as a function of the mass-asymmetry.

The study of the entrance-channel effects in the production of compound
nuclei of various masses (ˇssility) should help us to understand better the process
of fusion in massive projectile-target combinations. It seems to be important from
the point of view of the understanding of mechanisms of reactions used for the
synthesis of superheavy nuclei.

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the ER excitation functions obtained for the reactions leading
to the non- (weakly-) ˇssile 164Yb∗ CN [17Ä21] shows that calculations corre-
sponding to the excitation energies below 50 MeV are rather insensitive to the
magnitude of the LD barriers (see Fig. 3). The data are well reproduced with an
adjustment of parameter values of the nuclear potential only. At the same time, in
order to describe the ER cross sections at the excitation energies above 60 MeV
for 40Ca + 124Sn [19] and for 64Ni + 100Mo [21], strongly reduced LD ˇssion
barriers (kf = 0.6) are required that may denote some suppression of fusion. In
that case, ˇssion cross-section measurements can clarify the situation as well as
ER cross-section measurements at the excitation energies above 70 MeV.

So, the present analysis of the available data does not allow us to say anything
undoubtedly about the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry effect in the case of the
40Ca- and 64Ni-induced reactions leading to the 164Yb∗ CN. It should be noted
that comparative analysis of the 164Yb∗ CN deexcitation at E∗

CN ≈ 54 MeV
has not revealed any entrance channel effects. It was concluded that the initial
population of the CN is the only reason for the observed differences in the decay
of 164Yb∗ populated in the 16O + 148Sm and 64Ni + 100Mo reactions [18]. The
GLDM considerations indicate a presence of the noticeable asymmetric ˇssion
barrier on the way to fusion; whereas a position of the entrance point with respect
to the driving potential (shell corrected and without shell corrections) does not
suggest any hindrance for fusion at least for the 40Ca-induced reaction (see the
left panel in Fig. 1).

The analysis of the ER and ˇssion excitation functions obtained in reactions
leading to the weakly ˇssile 170Hf∗CN [22, 23] again gives us rather uncertain
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Fig. 3. ER excitation functions (sum of all measured evaporation channels) obtained in
the 16O + 148Sm [17, 18], 40Ca + 124Sn [19] and 64Ni + 100Mo [18, 20, 21] reactions
(symbols) leading to the 164Yb∗ CN in comparison with those calculated with HIVAP [7,
8] (lines)

results (see Fig. 4). Indeed the ˇssion cross-section calculations show lowering
the kf -value in going from the 32S- to 48Ti-induced reactions that may denote
some suppression. At the same time, the absence of the cross section data for
a more asymmetric combination at high excitation energies does not allow us to
state it surely.

For the moderately ˇssile 200Pb∗CN no suppression has been revealed in the
19F- and 30Si-induced reactions according to our comparison of the ER and ˇssion
excitation functions measured in these reactions [24, 25] with those obtained in
the 16O-induced one [26]. It was shown in our analysis of the data [24Ä26] with
HIVAP, which was performed earlier [11]. At the same time, in the reaction of
48Ca with 154Sm, we observe a signiˇcant fusion suppression corresponding to
PCN ≈ 0.6, as follows from our comparison of the ER and ˇssion cross sections
[11, 27] with those obtained in the very asymmetric 16O + 186W reaction [26]
leading to the same 202Pb∗ CN.

For strongly ˇssile Th compound nuclei we started with the analysis of the
excitation functions obtained in the 16O + 208Pb reaction [28Ä31] in order to
extract parameter values of the nuclear potential and then to apply them to the
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Fig. 4. ER and ˇssion excitation functions obtained in the 28Si + 142Ce [22], 32S +
138Ba [22, 23] and 48Ti + 122Sn [22, 23] reactions (symbols) leading to the 170Hf∗ CN
in comparison with those calculated with HIVAP (lines)

ER data obtained in 16O + 204Pb [32] leading to the 220Th∗ CN. We reproduced
the excitation function [32] with a lower kf = 0.68 value than in the case of
16O + 208Pb (kf = 0.78) leading to 224Th∗. For 218,220Th∗, a number of ER
excitation functions obtained in combinations with a different entrance-channel
mass-asymmetry are available from literature. They can be reproduced only with
the phenomenological introduction of PCN < 1 in the framework of our analysis
with HIVAP. The results for reactions leading to 220Th∗ were presented earlier
[11, 33]. For the analysis of reactions leading to 218Th∗, we rescaled LD ˇssion
barriers obtained in our analysis of 16O + 204Pb using the 40Ar + 178,180Hf
data [34, 35]. We used the rescaled kf = 0.64 value in the analysis of the ER
excitation functions obtained in more symmetric combinations. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. In order to reproduce some excitation functions at subbarrier
energies, e. g., 70Zn + 150Nd [36], 58Fe + 160Gd [37] and 64Ni + 154Sm [38],
the extra-extra push energy parameterized as in [3] should be added to the fusion
barrier. All these cases relate to the reactions with strongly deformed target
nuclei. In fact, such results imply that only ®side¯ or short radius collisions
corresponding to higher fusion barriers lead mainly to fusion following with the
ER production, whereas ®tip¯ or long radius collisions may result in QF without
ER production.
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Fig. 5. The reduced cross sections for ERs produced in xn-evaporation channels in reactions
leading to 218Th∗ [34, 37Ä39] in comparison with those calculated with HIVAP using
PCN = 1 and the PCN values adjusted to reproduce the experimental data (lines)

The QF effect connected with the target nucleus deformation is clearly man-
ifested at subbarrier energies in the very asymmetric 16O + 238U combination
leading to the formation of strongly ˇssile 254Fm∗. As we see in Fig. 6, ˇssion
and ER excitation functions obtained in [40Ä42] can be described with the dif-
ferent values of the fusion-barrier 	uctuation parameter σ(r0)/r0. It means that
the extra-ˇssion cross sections obtained below the fusion barrier [9] correspond
mainly to the QF ones. This statement is in agreement with the results of the
analysis of the ˇssion-fragment angular anisotropy [40]. It is remarkable that we
used 18Ä20% higher than nominal LD ˇssion barriers [10] in order to describe
the excitation functions for the production of the relatively neutron-rich Fm nuclei
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Fig. 6. The results of our analysis with HIVAP [7, 8] (lines) of the ER and ˇssion excitation
functions obtained in the 16O + 238U reaction [40Ä42] leading to 254Fm∗ (left panel) and
the ER excitation functions obtained in the 16O + 233U reaction [43] leading to 249Fm∗

(right panel)

as well as the neutron-deˇcient ones. The last were produced in the reaction with
233U [43] (see Fig. 6). Similarly, we had to use 20% higher than nominal LD
ˇssion barriers in order to describe the excitation functions for the production of
No nuclei in the C + Cm reactions [44].

Applying these results to the production of the Fm isotopes in the cold fusion
reaction with 40Ar, we had to introduce phenomenologically the 10% fusion
probability in order to describe the measured ER excitation functions [45]. The
alternative independent ˇt to the ER data gives us signiˇcantly smaller LD ˇssion
barriers (kf = 0.9) that contradicts to the results of our analysis of the asymmetric
reactions with 16O. The derived value of PCN = 0.1 is below the value for the CN
ˇssion, i. e., fusion, which was obtained with the analysis of the ˇssion-fragment
charge-angular distributions measured in the same reaction [46] (see Fig. 7). One
should mention that this estimate of the CN-ˇssion contribution was derived
without any selection of the total kinetic energy of fragments and its variance
for the observed ˇssion (ˇssion-like) events. Comparing the ER cross sections
measured in the 48Ca + 208Pb reaction [47Ä50] with those obtained in 12C +
244Cm [44] leading to the same 256No∗ CN, very similar results are obtained in
the analysis of the excitation functions for the former. The value of PCN = 0.15
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Fig. 7. The results of our analysis with HIVAP [7, 8] (lines) of the ER and ˇssion excitation
functions obtained for the cold fusion reactions: 40Ar + 208Pb [35, 45, 46] leading to
248Fm∗ (left panel); and 48Ca + 208Pb [47Ä53], which is compared with 12C + 244Cm
[44] (both lead to the same 256No∗ CN) (right panel)

is derived with the same LD ˇssion barriers as obtained in our analysis of the
xn-excitation functions obtained in the C + Cm reactions (see above) leading to
the production of No isotopes with various atomic mass numbers [44]. Again,
the alternative independent ˇt to the ER data gives us signiˇcantly smaller LD
ˇssion barriers (kf = 0.8) that contradicts to the results of our analysis of the
asymmetric C + Cm reactions (see Fig. 7).

The analysis of the very asymmetric hot fusion reactions with 15N and 16O
leading to 264Rf∗ [54, 55] shows that we should use again 20% higher than nomi-
nal LD ˇssion barriers in order to reproduce the measured xn-excitation functions.
Applying this result to the data obtained in less asymmetric combinations with
22Ne and 26Mg, we have to introduce the 50% fusion probability to describe the
xn cross sections obtained in these cases [56]. The value of PCN = 0.5 corre-
sponds to the fusion cross sections deduced from the ˇssion study in the 26Mg +
238U reaction [3] (see Fig. 8).

Of partial interest is an estimate of the fusion probability for asymmetric
reactions with 48Ca leading to the formation of the compound nuclei close to the
island of stability of the superheavies reaching around the most stable one with
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Fig. 8. The results of our analysis of xn-excitation functions obtained for asymmetric hot
fusion reactions leading to 264Rf∗ [54Ä56] (upper left panels) and their application to the
results of ˇssion study in 26Mg + 238U [3] (right panel)

Z = 114 and N = 184. Survivability of such nuclei having a zero LD barrier
is mainly determined by the shell corrections to the barriers. This circumstance
simpliˇes the analysis, since we do not need anymore to vary kf at the LD
barriers. Bearing in mind the available data on ˇssion [3, 53] and ER production
[57], we chose the 48Ca + 238U reaction for the analysis. Unfortunately, the
ˇssion data sets are not in agreement with each other and, consequently, two
quite different fusion probability functions could be derived from the data [3, 53].
We could not reproduce the ER data, ˇtting the capture cross sections measured
in ˇssion experiments with the calculated barrier passing ones and applying the
fusion probability functions derived from the same experiments to the calculated
ER excitation functions. The data [3] give us the ER excitation function with
the maximum laying well below the nominal fusion barrier energy [9] that is not
observed in the 48Ca experiments with actinide targets [57, 58]. The data [53]
lead to the calculated ER excitation function with the position of maximum close
to the one observed in the experiment, but the absolute cross section values are
about an order of magnitude higher than those obtained in [57]. In this case, we
derived the fusion probability value as a ratio of the maximal ER cross section
measured in [57] to the calculated one at the same excitation energy.
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Attempting to search out scaling for the fusion probability values derived
in our analysis, we have plotted them as a function of the entrance-channel
mass-asymmetry (see Fig. 9). As we mentioned above, the effect of the entrance-
channel mass-asymmetry was not evidently observed for the reactions leading to
the non- (weakly-) ˇssile Yb and Hf compound nuclei with the ˇssility values

Fig. 9. The fusion probability (PCN) values derived in the present analysis of the ER
and ˇssion excitation functions for reactions leading to the different compound nuclei
(symbols) in the dependence on: 1) the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry (left panel);
2) the effective deformation in the entrance channel, which is expressed as a combination
of the β2-values [16] for the projectile (p) and target (t) nuclei (middle panel); and 3) the
mean arithmetic ˇssility proposed in the extra-push model [59] (right panel)

slightly above 0.6. One should note that according to the LD picture, the BG
plateau is observed at the ˇssility value about 0.4 [12]. We see also that within this
set of data the fusion suppression is observed in the reactions with the deformed
partner(s) leading to the moderately ˇssile compound nuclei. For strongly ˇssile
compound nuclei, fusion suppression is observed in asymmetric combinations
with the spherical partners as well as with the deformed ones. We have also
plotted the PCN values as a function of the mean arithmetic ˇssility composed
from the CN ˇssility and effective ˇssility taking into account Z and N of
projectile and target nuclei, as proposed in the extra-push model [59] (see Fig. 9).
It seems that it is possible to converge the data points with a proper choice of the
weights in the sum for the mean arithmetic ˇssility, but even with this scaling,
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it is clearly seen that the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry and ˇssility of a CN
are the main parameters that determines the magnitude of the fusion suppression.
The deformation of reactants affects fusion in reactions leading to the moderately
ˇssile compound nuclei along with the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry.

In such data presentation, the fusion probability values corresponding to the
reactions with the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry close to the BG point drop
out of the visible systematic trend. One can remind that in [5] we obtained the
same value of PCN = 0.65 for 19F + 197Au corresponding to BG point as in
[1], comparing their 19F data with those obtained in 12C + 204Pb [1]. At the
same time, our cross sections for ER produced in 12C + 204Pb at high excitation
energies (see [5, 11] for details) are somewhat lower than those obtained in [1].
The joint ˇt to both the data gives us a smaller kf -value. With this value, one
can reproduce the ER cross sections for 19F + 197Au without any suppression of
fusion [33]. To clarify the situation at the BG point we searched for the fusion
suppression in the 18O + 197Au reaction, i. e., in the next-door neighbor with
respect to 19F + 197Au. The 197Au(18O, xn) excitation functions were recently
measured in [60]. Our analysis of the 9Be and 16O excitation functions obtained
in reactions leading to the 218,213Fr∗ compound nuclei and of those obtained in
the 18O-induced reaction leading to 215Fr∗ gave us the same LD-barriers (kf =
0.85, assuming PCN = 1). At the same time, for the 19F reactions leading to
the 217,213Fr∗ compound nuclei, independent ˇt to the measured ER and ˇssion
excitation functions [61] leads to the noticeably smaller LD barriers (kf = 0.78)
than those obtained previously. In order to use the barriers with kf = 0.85 for
the description of the 19F data we should introduce phenomenologically PCN =
0.75 [33]. This may be an indication that the fusion suppression really appears
in going from 18O to 19F. Surely, it should be checked in experiments under the
same conditions and for reactions leading to the same CN. The question on the
nature of this suppression effect remains.

CONCLUSION

• Unexpected fusion suppression, which is connected with the quasi-ˇssion
effect and observed in quite asymmetric combinations of colliding nuclei, can
be explained in the framework of the liquid drop model due to appearance of
the conditional barrier along the mass-asymmetry coordinate on the path to the
formation of a spherical compound nucleus.

• The fusion probability value as a measure of the fusion suppression cor-
relates with the entrance-channel mass-asymmetry and ˇssility of a compound
nucleus. The effect of fusion suppression is mainly inherent in reactions with
deformed partners in cases of formation of the moderately ˇssile compound nu-
clei. In cases of reactions leading to strongly ˇssile compound nuclei, strong
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fusion suppression is observed in reactions with deformed partners as well as in
reactions with spherical ones.

• Attempts to search for a starting point of the fusion suppression, which can
be associated with the BusinaroÄGallone point, give us only indirect evidences for
its decisive role in the appearance of the effect. Precise experiments performed
under the same experimental conditions and exploring different mass-asymmetric
combinations leading to the same CN are required.
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